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Abstract
While most teachers recognize the urgent need to help students who lack proficiency in the
English Language better grasp scientific concepts and principles, many are unaware of the
role they ought to play in lowering the language barrier in science learning. Fewer still have
been taught specific techniques for supporting students’ use of English in learning science.
This article aims to provide some ideas into how teachers can be that language and content
mediator in the science classroom, successfully intervening in language related problems and
a result of that, optimise their students’ potential in learning science.

Introduction
The implementation of the teaching of Mathematics and Science in English in Malaysia has
raised certain concerns regarding the ability of Limited English Proficiency (LEP) students to
follow lessons in their second language. Generally, while most teachers recognize the urgent
need to help students who lack proficiency in the English Language better grasp scientific
concepts and principles, many are unaware of the role they ought to play in lowering the
language barrier in science learning. Fewer still have been taught specific techniques for
supporting students’ use of English in learning science.
The use of language development strategies to help LEP students learn science better may be
considered a relatively new aspect of science teaching in Malaysia. Science teachers have to
now be cognizant that they need to actively seek and implement ways of lowering the
language barrier in the teaching and learning of science in English. Besides being the
content mediator, science teachers are also required to be the language mediator in the
science classroom if they are to successfully intervene in language related problems in order
to optimise their students’ potential in learning science.
The role of language in science learning
What is the connection between language and learning? Well, as Henderson and Wellington
(1998) very succinctly put it, “The quality of the classroom language is bound up with the
quality of learning.” (p. 36). Wellington and Osborne (2001) further explains that “language
development and conceptual development are inextricably linked. Thought requires
language, language requires thought” (p. 6). Explained from the Vygotskyian point of view,
when a learner uses words, he or she is helped to develop concepts. Language thus acts both
as a psychological tool that helps a learner to form thought as well as a mental function in
itself.
With reference to science education, Wellington and Osborne (2001) underlines that research
findings indicate that language, in all its forms, matters to science education. In particular, it
is not just the language in itself but rather what educators do with language. This is because
what educators do with the language inadvertently affects how the learner uses the language
and that is fundamental to the learning of science.
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Thus, the next question that arises then is “Why is language important in science education?”
With regards to this, literature suggests that one of the important features of science is the
richness of the words and terms it uses and that students need to at some point be able to
advance into “abstract” thought with the use of language, if they are to master key scientific
concepts (Wellington and Osborne, 2001; Kober, n.d.).

Language problems and science learning
According to Henderson and Wellington (1998) “For many pupils the greatest barrier to
learning science is the language barrier” (p. 35). One of the major reasons why language
becomes a barrier to Limited English Proficiency learners is because scientific terms, whether
technical or non-technical, are unique in nature and they are seldom encountered in other
contexts or in English as a Second Language instruction (Kober, year not available). Jarrett
(1999) adds that academic language is more abstract than social language and that in science,
common words can take on specialized meanings. As such, the most obvious challege faced
by LEP students in learning science is having to learn a new language at the same time they
are required to acquire new subject matter. It is thus not surprising that LEP students
sometimes experience difficulties moving to higher level of abstraction as they do have the
support of language connections.
Wellington and Osborne (2001) observe that whilst research shows that one of the major
difficulties in learning science is learning the language of science, “experience would suggest
that science teachers often consider it to be of marginal relevance to the learning of science”
(p. 1) This scenario which is rather unfortunate, is further aggravated when teachers ignore
the language needs of LEP students in content courses when under pressure to cover the
syllabus. They further add that in general, teachers who teach content do not recognize
language learning opportunities. If there is any effort at all in incorporating language
development, they just concentrate on vocabulary development.
The role of teachers in lowering the language barrier
One of the key factors in helping LEP students achieve greater progress in learning science is
the role played by the science teacher in lowering the language barrier. With regards to this,
Vine (1997) stresses that if content were to be made accessible to LEP students, teachers will
need to move beyond leaving the language to take care of itself. As Kober (n.d.) notes,
research confirms the importance of integrating language development with science learning.
Shaw (2002) emphasizes the role of the content area teacher as a mediator. According to her,
the science teacher must be cognizant of how to successfully mediate content knowledge and
language instruction effectively to LEP students. This is in line with Vygotsky’s notion of
zone of proximal development and Bruner’s concept of scaffolding whereby the teacher
needs to adjust his / her instruction to support the learner’s existing capabilities so that the
learner is able to beyond his / her current level of functioning.
Anstrom, Lynch and Dicerbo (1998) explain that by giving English Language learners more
opportunities for using the language of science, science content is made more accessible to
the learners. They propose that teachers identify linguistic structures or discourse patterns
associated with a particular topic and then incorporate appropriate language learning
activities into their science lessons.
Language development strategies appropriate for various concepts / principles in
teaching science in English
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Wholistic language development encompasses the development of listening, speaking,
reading and writing skills. However, this paper only touches on the reading and writing
components. The following paragraphs list some successful strategies as recommended in a
review of related literature:
Shaw (2002) suggests that in order to help students read more, the science teacher could
identify language demands (eg cause and effect, compare/contrast and sequencing) and teach
specific strategies to help students understand each type of discourse through simple
worksheets and graphic organizers.
Buxton (1999) adds that the success of LEP students in science classrooms may be enhanced
by explicitly addressing vocabulary and technical terms, carefully integrating language
functions such as summarizing, rephrasing, classifying and evaluating, and making explicit
the different structures and features of the language of science.
According to Crawford (1995) “Students learn new terminology and word meanings best
when they encounter them during purposeful activities and investigations. Therefore,
teachers will want to teach vocabulary as part of their core instruction, not as a separate
activity” (p. 16).
Henderson and Wellington (1998) record that Directed Activities related to Text (DARTS)
have been successful in helping students be more focused on important parts of the text as
well as involving them in reflecting on its content. The two broad categories involved are:
1. Reconstruction (or completion) DARTS – These are essentially problem-solving
activities that use modified text. The text, table or diagram has parts missing (words,
phrases or labels deleted), or alternatively, the text is broken into segments which
have to be re-ordered into the ‘correct’ sequence according to logical order or time
sequence.
2. Analysis DARTS – These use unmodified text and are more study-like. They are
about finding targets in the text. The teacher decides what the ‘information
categories’ of the text are and which of these to focus on. These are the targets which
pupils are to search for, and involves the pupils in locating and categorising the
information in the text. The teacher may also request pupils to construct diagrams or
tables from information given.
According to Henderson and Wellington (1998), word games are also beneficial in exposing
students to more active reading in a more sociable context. While this strategy may require
the teacher to spend more time and effort in preparing the materials, the enjoyment
experienced by students is certainly worth it. Examples of word games include matching
pairs or trios and grouping words into groups. Cards may also be used to play the memory
game called “Pelmanism” whereby all cards are placed face down and students are required
to uncover the cards two at a time. If the cards form a pair, the student gets to keep the pair
but replaces the cards (face down in the original position) if they don’t.
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Appendix
Examples of completion DARTS
1. Sequencing the phases of cell division
1. Interphase:
Match the following diagrams with the correct
description of the chromosomes
Chromosomes threadlike

2. Prophase:
Chromosomes become
shorter and fatter

3. Metaphase:
Chromosomes arrange
themselves on the equator

4. Anaphase:
Chromatids move to
opposite poles

5. Telophase:
Chromatids have reached
poles. Cell starts to divide
into two
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2. Sequencing the steps of an experiment on how to separate a mixture of sand and salt
Sequence the following activity in the correct order to separate a mixture of sand and salt

Boil filtrate to evaporate nearly all the
water.

Leave content in evaporating dish to cool
until crystals are formed.

3.

Filter mixture using filter paper and
filter funnel.
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3. Labelling a diagram of the human ear and completing the functions of various
parts of the ear.
S___-C_______
CANALS (organs of b_______ )
4. EAR _ _ _ _ _ pass
on v_____________
from the ear drum

1. P _ N _ A
collects s_______
w______

2. Sound waves
pass through
EAR C _ _ _ _

6. A _ D_ T _ _ _
NERVE carries
i__________ to
the brain

5. When vibrations pass along
the C _ C _ _ _ _ , the h____ in
the fluid filled tube move,
creating nerve impulses

3. Sound w_______ arriving at
the EAR D _ _ _ makes it
vibrate
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4. Completing a text on the boiling point of water using words from a word bank
given

The boiling point of water.
Complete the text below using words from the word bank given.

When a liquid is ____________, it eventually reaches a temperature at which
bubbles form. This temperature is called the __________ point.
The normal boiling point of ________ is 1000 C. At this temperature water changes
Word
bank
into
__________.
boiling
steam
water
heated
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Examples of analysis DARTS
1. Labelling paragraphs from a newspaper article on “Good bacteria” from The
Star, according to information categories

Label the paragraphs in the text given using the following:
1.

Examples of good bacteria

2.

How bacteria may benefit humans

3.

Examples of foods that contain good bacteria
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2. Completing a table based on an article on “Pollutants in tap water”

Read the passage below and then complete the table given
What’s wrong with tap water?
Aluminium
Aluminium occurs naturally in some water supplies, and is also added during
purification of some tap water. Most aluminium (from either source) is taken out before
it gets into the main supply, since too much can discolour the water. There is growing
evidence that high intakes of aluminium could be associated with Alzheimer’s Disease (
a form of senile dementia).
Lead
Large quantities of lead can damage the brain and nervous system, cause anaemia and
affect the muscles. Lead gets into the drinking water mainly from lead pipes, which you
may find inside pre-1976 houses.
How pollutant is introduced to tap water
Possible effect(s)
Aluminium
1.
Occurs
naturally
1.
Nitrate
High levels of nitrates in tap water can increase the risk of methaemoglobinaemia, a
very rare blood2.disease which can affect bottle-fed babies whose feeds are made up with
Lead
tap water (even1.if it is boiled first). There is also concern 1.
about the effect of nitrates on
2. anaemia
all age groups, because products which are formed when nitrates
are broken down in the
3.
body have been shown to be carcinogenic in animals.
1. an
rare
blood in
disease
Concern about1.nitrates has grown in recent years because of
increase
nitrateinlevels
in soil and water in some parts of the country. The main causebottle-fed
of higherbabies
nitrate levels in
2.
soil is likely to be more intensive farming which includes greater use of nitrogen
fertilizers. Some of these nitrates get washed into rivers and underground water
supplies and eventually find their way into tap water.
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3. Sequencing the process of sewage treatment using a diagram

Complete the diagram by means of connecting arrows, to show the flow of material
through a percolating sewage works.
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4. Answering True/False questions based on text about the various forms of energy available in
the science textbook
Read pages 72 – 76 of the Form 2 science textbook and answer True or False
1. Energy that is stored in an object because of its position is called nuclear energy
2. Light energy is produced when an object vibrates
3. The burning of wood produces heat energy
4. We can get electrical energy from batteries
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Example of word games
Matching labels with their meaning and examples

Corrosive:
Destroys living tissue

chloroform

Radioactive:
Gives off radiation

petrol

Toxic:
Dangerous to health and may
cause death

hydrogen

Flammable:
May easily catch fire

uranium

Explosive:
May explode if heated, knocked
or ignited
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